Presidents Climate Commitment
November 5

Activities reported and planned
Cento article
big increases in recycling, 50% first two months
ESCO bonding opportunity
city recycling action, Sara Jayne Montgomery
additional recycling bins for Olin requested
plans for mountain top renewal convo in March
several students are developing majors in environmental studies
consideration of green fee, Daniel Holder
Student survey results support green fee
Spring referendum
two month response due Nov 15
plans for concert
FLOORD, $1500
mid-April
Old Tortured Soles

Tangible Actions
Previous decision to pursue three
Proposed wording submitted

Green building policy
Strengthen the pursuit of certification
Certification is most effective when integrated into planning
does LEED assess the right things?
We should affirm that LEED silver is minimum acceptable
Nyerges & Miles to develop wording

Procurement Policy
unanimous endorsement
How can we extend this to other materials?

Waste Minimization
Concern for additional 10 week weighing efforts
Data reporting
Service learning opportunity
volunteers, work-study, ECCO, Bonner, ENS 210 students
advance student awareness
new program for 1 cent per page discount through IKON
opportunity to coordinate other efforts with this period - Jan 27 to Apr 5
need for advance promotion
can this become spring campaign

Next meeting
Monday Nov 26